ACT OUT THE SEASON
Purpose: Students will identify pictures and classify them to one of the four seasons.
Suggested Grade Level: K-1
Science SOL: Science K.9, 1.7
Equipment/Materials Needed:
1. Pictures of things that are associated with specific seasons ( approximately 15 for each
season)
2. 4 hula hoops are identified areas
3. Labels for each season
Advanced Preparation:
1. Print out pictures of items representing each season (see attached photos)
2. Write each season to a different index card.
3. Place 4 hula hoops in different areas of the room with a season label above or inside of the
hoop.
4. Have a physical activity ready to go with each season. Ex. Winter (ice skating or skiing)
Spring (jogging, flying like birds), Summer (swimming), Fall (picking apples, throwing
footballs)
Directions:
1. Place students in pairs around the perimeter of the room.
2. Spread out pictures, face down in the center of the room
3. Explain to students that they will take turns with their partner.
4. Tell partner number one that they will go to the center of the room(choose a locomotor skillskipping, hopping, jumping) pick up a picture and bring it back to their partner.
5. Explain that together they will decide which season the picture goes with best.
6. Instruct students to then carry the picture to the hoop it belongs by acting out an activity that
goes with that season and then return to their partner. (Show students their choices for
movement with each season)
7. Explain to students that then they are to return to their partner and partner number two can
have their turn.
8. Have students continue until all of the pictures are gone.
9. Have students return to their seats.
10. Go to each hoop and hold up each picture or place on a document camera for all students to
see.
11. Have students stand up if they agree that the picture belongs in that season, or stay seated if
they do not agree.(optional)
12. Continue until you have reviewed all pictures in each season.
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Teaching Suggestions:
1. Remind students that even if they know which season the picture represents, to still go back
to their partner and show them the picture.
2. Have students generate ideas of things that go with each season prior to the activity.
3. Demonstrate the activity with a partner once prior to having kids do it on their own.
Modifications/Variations:
1. Have students waiting for their partner do a physical activity in their own personal space
until their partner returns.
2. Have students move in a set locomotor pattern to the hula hoops instead of a seasonal
motion.
.
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